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Optimization is finding the best solution, which mathematically amounts to locating the global
minimum of some cost function usually possessing several local minima. The best optimization
techniques currently available, simulated annealing and quantum annealing, utilize different princi-
ples to overcome the potential barrier, namely, climbing over the barrier thanks to random forces
and quantum tunnelling through the barrier, respectively, and none guarantees an optimal solution.
Here, in an attack on optimization problem, we conceive and explore a conceptually different prin-
ciple behind overcoming the barrier, which is based on bifurcations in nonlinear systems caused by
time delay. Namely, we modify the conventional “gradient descent” setting by delaying the right-
hand side of the respective differential equation by the same amount of time. In the ideal scenario,
starting from arbitrary initial conditions at zero delay, one would slowly increase and then decrease
the delay, causing the system to end up in the global minimum. The increase of the delay from
zero induces a cascade of homoclinic bifurcations destroying all attractors around the local minima,
which effectively removes the barriers between them and makes the system spontaneously wander
around all minima. The subsequent slow decrease of the delay automatically leads the system to a
certain minimum, which could be the global minimum sought under certain conditions. We explore
the possibility of this scenario and formulate some of these conditions. The limitations of this tech-
nique seem comparable with those of other approaches available, but the advantages are extreme
technical simplicity and complete determinism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization is a challenging task of finding the best
solution out of all the solutions available. Mathemati-
cally, optimization amounts to finding a global minimum
of some cost (or utility) function that often depends on
many variables and possesses many local minima [1, 2].
A range of classical methods allow one to do this with
various degrees of accuracy and efficiency [3, 4].
Among the most popular techniques is gradient descent
[5], which can be understood as placing a zero-mass par-
ticle at some randomly chosen position on the energy
landscape representing the cost function, and allowing
this particle to spontaneously evolve towards the rele-
vant minimum (Fig. 1). The particle behavior can be
described as evolution of a state point x of a gradient
dynamical system (DS)
x˙ = f(x) = −∇V (x), (1)
where x=(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a state vector in Rn, x˙ is
its time derivative dx/dt, f(x) is the velocity vector
field of the DS, V (x): Rn → R is a scalar energy land-
scape function at least twice continuously differentiable
[6], and∇V (x)=
(
∂V
∂x1
, . . . , ∂V∂xn
)
is its gradient. However,
this process leads to the local minimum, rather than the
global one. In order to achieve the global minimum, vari-
ous modifications of this technique have been introduced
usually based on adding stochastic terms in Eq. (1) or in
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its discrete-time analog [7–10]. A distinctive feature of
such methods, including one of the most efficient methods
called simulated annealing [8, 9], is monotonous decrease
of the intensity of the applied random noise (analogue of
“temperature”) from some relatively large value to zero,
which leads to the convergence of the solution of the re-
spective differential or difference equation to the global
minimum with reasonably large probability. With this,
the barriers separating the minima are overcome thanks
to random forces pushing the system over their tops.
A more recent approach, called quantum annealing,
utilises the ability of a quantum system to penetrate
the potential barriers between the local minima of their
energy function by means of tunnelling, thus dramati-
cally speeding up the search for the global minimum as
compared to classical methods. Theoretically, this seems
to be the best of all optimization methods, however, its
physical implementation in the form of a quantum com-
puter is technologically highly challenging. With this,
in the existing quantum devices the convergence to the
global minimum (ground state) is also achievable with
some probability and is therefore not guaranteed [11].
None of the optimization methods available to date are
perfect, making the exploration of new approaches always
valuable.
Here we introduce and explore an idea of optimiza-
tion by means of a very simple fully deterministic, i.e.
non-stochastic, modification of the gradient descent (1).
Namely, we propose to delay the whole of the right-hand
side of (1) by the same amount τ≥0 to obtain the follow-
ing delay-differential equation (DDE)
x˙ = f(xτ ), xτ = x(t− τ), f(z) = −∇V (z) (2)
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2with x, z ∈ Rn, assuming that V (z)→∞ as |z|→∞.
Here, a scalar τ≥0 is a single control parameter, whose
modification leads to the changes in the available dynam-
ical regimes. Inspired by the theory of bifurcations in or-
dinary differential equations (ODEs) and by the knowl-
edge of typical delay-induced effects in dynamical sys-
tems overviewed in [12], we hypothesize that the increase
of τ should destroy all local attractors around the min-
ima of V and create a single large attractor embracing
all minima and forcing the phase trajectory to visit their
neighbourhoods. Thus, the barriers between the minima
would be effectively removed through a fully determinis-
tic mechanism. Assuming that our hypothesis is true, the
desirable optimization procedure would consist of launch-
ing the system (2) from arbitrary initial conditions at
τ=0 and waiting until it reaches one of the local min-
ima, then slowly increasing τ from zero to some positive
value, then slowly decreasing τ to zero, and watching
the system converge to the global minimum automati-
cally. This process would be similar to the simulated
annealing in the sense that a control parameter would
increase and subsequently decrease to lead the system to
the global minimum. However, it would be dissimilar in
being deterministic, which could be advantageous over
probabilistic approaches of the simulated and quantum
annealings, provided that it achieves the same goal.
Another potential appeal of this scheme would consist
in its technical simplicity, since it would not require ex-
pensive technology of quantum devices or algorithmic so-
phistication of simulated anealing, instead being a simple
mechanistic process. The goal of this paper is to inves-
tigate whether the newly proposed approach is able to
deliver the global minimum successfully, and if so, un-
der what conditions. In Section II we overview the facts
about DDEs, which provide the theoretical foundation
for our delay-based approach to optimization. In Section
III we reveal delay-induced bifurcations and demonstrate
how the proposed technique works in systems with five-
well landscapes of various configurations. In Section IV
we discuss the results obtained and, given that none of
the available optimization tools are perfect, compare our
approach with simulated annealing and quantum compu-
tation, and indicate some of its potential advantages and
limitations.
Alongisde with practical applications of DDEs for op-
timization, we and reveal some common behavioral fea-
tures of nonlinear DDEs of the given class and thus con-
tribute to the theory of DDEs
II. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE
DELAY-BASED OPTIMIZATION
The gradient DS of the form (1) can demonstrate only
two kinds of evolution: from a certain initial condition
it can monotonously tend either to the fixed point lo-
cated at some local minimum, or to infinity (positive or
negative) if the shape of the landscape function V (x)
x
V(x)
2x
x 1 x 2,(V )
global minimum
xglobal minimum 1
FIG. 1: Illustration of simple gradient descent. Sample cost
functions serving as energy landscapes V (x) in Eq. (1) de-
pending on one (left) and two (right) variables. Red circle
represents a zero-mass particle moving in the given landscape,
which automatically converges to the minimum of the poten-
tial well where it was put initially.
permits [6]. Importantly, it cannot demonstrate oscilla-
tions of any kind, let alone any more complex dynamics.
However, it is well known that even if the DS without
a delay behaves in a very regular manner, introduction
of a time delay is likely to change its dynamics dramat-
ically and to induce bifurcations leading to complex os-
cillations. Even a single delay term can give birth to pe-
riodic [13, 14], quasi-periodic and chaotic solutions [15].
This phenomenon occurs thanks to the expansion of the
dimension of the phase space of the DS from some finite
number without delay to infinity with delay. There has
been a lot of research devoted to the study of various spe-
cial cases of DSs with delay modelling natural processes
[16–27]. In most examples studied the delay appears in
the extra term(s) added to the components(s) of the ve-
locity field f(x) of the system under study, like e.g. in
[28–30], or when some terms defining the velocity field
are delayed and some are not [17, 31, 32]. With this, the
effects induced by a delay greatly depend on the partic-
ular form of the DS under study and on the exact way
the delay is introduced. It is impossible to predict how a
general non-linear DS would respond if the delay enters
its equations in some arbitrary manner.
In a prequel [12] to the current paper, we overviewed
earlier theoretical predictions for the delay-induced be-
havior in some special cases of scalar DDEs of the form
x˙=f(xτ ) with functions f crossing zero not more than
twice. We interpreted these predictions from the view-
point of bifurcations theory linking the changes in the
behavior with the change of the properties of f and of
τ . Also, assuming that f(z)=−dV (z)dz , we connected this
behavior to the properties of V and illustrated with ex-
amples.
We pointed out that a multi-well cost function can be
obtained by gluing together, and smoothing out at the
gluing points, the segments of simpler functions V with
not more than a single minimum and/or a single maxi-
mum, for which some predictions can be made. The key
phenomena in DDEs with such simplified functions are
the birth of an attractor (limit cycle) localised around the
minimum, and a homoclinic bifurcation of a saddle fixed
point at the maximum, or of a saddle cycle around the
3maximum of V . Homoclinic bifurcations are technically
non-local (global) since they do not affect the stability of
a saddle point or a cycle, whose manifolds close to form a
homoclinic loop. However, the regions of the phase space
involved in a homoclinic bifurcation are bounded thanks
to the presence of nearby attractors, saddle fixed points
or cycles, and/or of their manifolds, so the homoclinic
bufurcations are localised in this sense. For this reason,
we suggested that one could predict the effects induced
by the delay in systems with multi-well landscape func-
tions at least to some extent and at a qualitative level,
since some of these phenomena would depend on the local
properties of V .
Namely, we hypothesized that in (2) with a multi-well
V the increase of τ should induce a sequence of homo-
clinic bifurcations and eliminate local attractors one by
one. To verify this hypothesis, in [12] we analysed a
scalar version of (2) with the multi-well landscape V of
the simplest form, namely, a two-well landscape V , such
that V→∞ as |x|→∞. We discovered that the growth of
τ leads to a chain of homoclinic bifurcations, which de-
stroy attractors localised around the landscape minima,
and to the birth of a large attractor embracing both min-
ima of V . Although the nature of homoclinic bifurcations
varied depending on the local features of V , these were
not very important in the sense that, one way or another,
they caused the death of all (two in that case) local at-
tractors at sufficiently large τ . Within a finite range of
sufficiently large values of τ , a single large attractor ex-
ists, which embraces all fixed points and is chaotic for
most values inside this interval. At τ above this range,
the only attractor in the system is infinity.
In this paper, based on the findings of [12], we explore
the proposed approach in application to utility functions
with more than two wells. Namely, we analyse bifurca-
tions induced by the increase from zero of the delay τ in
the following system
x˙ = f(xτ ), f(z) = −dV (z)
dz
, (3)
where x, f, V, z ∈ R, xτ=x(t−τ), and V is the multi-well
utility function of a scalar argument, such that V→∞ as
|x|→∞.
In Section III we explore and largely confirm the valid-
ity of the hypothesis about the chain of homoclinic bifur-
cations evoked by the increasing delay, which continues
until all local attractors cease to exist. However, given
a landscape with more than two wells, i.e. with more
than one saddle fixed point, in addition to homoclinic
bifurcations involving the same saddle point, it is also
reasonable to expect heteroclinic bifurcations involving
more than one saddle point. We discuss in what situa-
tions the newly proposed procedure can deliver the global
minimum of a multi-well landscape.
III. PERFORMANCE OF THE TECHNIQUE
In the given section we demonstrate the performance
of our delay-based technique using three five-well land-
scapes with subtly different local properties. Namely, the
first two landscapes considered in Subsections III A and
III B have potential wells of a relatively simple shape,
such that the respective functions f of (3) do not oscil-
late between any two consecutive zero-crossings (see red
lines in Figs. 2(a) and 4(a)). In the third example an-
alyzed in Subsection III C, some of the wells have more
complex shapes, such that within them the function f
displays oscillations, as shown by red line in Fig. 6(a) be-
tween x=3 and x=10. With this, in the first example the
lowest minimum is also the flattest one, whereas in the
second and third examples the lowest minima are not
the flattest. We will show that the proposed approach
is likely to deliver the global minimum where this min-
imum is the flattest and the respective potential well is
sufficiently wide, and the utility function is of relatively
simple shape, i.e. the right-hand side f of the DDE in
(3) does not oscillate between consecutive zero-crossings.
A. Reaching the global minimum
Here we consider the landscape V specified by Eq. (4)
from Table I and shown by blue line in Fig. 2(a). In the
given function V (x), there are five mimina marked by red
filled circles, and four maxima marked by green filled cir-
cles. In what follows, we will denote the minima as xmini
and the maxima as xmaxj , with indices i and j being the
numbers of the respective minimum/maximum if counted
from the left, so that i = 1, . . . , 5 and j = 1, . . . , 4. All
minima xmini together with their depths V
min
i are given
in Table I under Eq. (4). Although the global minimum
here is xmin2 , there is another minimum x
min
4 , which is
only marginally higher and would be an almost equiva-
lent choice for the best solution. The landscape V has a
relatively simple shape, so that f=−V ′ does not oscillate
between any two consecutive zero-crossings, see red line
in Fig. 2(a). Below we will first reveal bifurcations oc-
curring in this system as τ grows, and then the behavior
of the system as τ slowly decreases from a large value.
At any τ , the equation (3) with V specified by (4)
has nine fixed points indicated by circles in Fig. 3(a).
At τ=0, there are five stable and four unstable fixed
points, both of a node type, which means that the so-
lution x(t) approaches the former and departs the latter
in a non-oscillatory manner. At τ>0, every fixed point
has infinitely many pairs of complex-conjugate eigenval-
ues. The values of τ at which local bifurcations of the
fixed points occur are determined by the values of the
Jacobian J=f ′ at these points. The function f ′ is shown
in Fig. 2(a) by a green line, and its values at the fixed
points are indicated by red or green filled circles for the
minima and maxima, respectively.
Firstly, consider local bifurcations of the fixed points
4Lowest minimum is flattest (xmin2 ), wells have simple shapes. Lowest minimum is found.
V (x) = −1
2
e−2(x−1)
2 − 2e−(x−5)2/3 − e−10(x−7.5)2/3 − 2e−(x−10)2/2.9 − 3
2
e−2(x−12)
2
+ 0.0005(x− 7)4 − 2.5 (4)
xmin1 =1.23964 x
min
2 =5.01274 x
min
3 =7.4972 x
min
4 =9.96316 x
min
5 =11.8171
V min1 =−2.41318 V min2 =−4.49247 V min3 =−3.98079 V min4 =−4.46143 V min5 =−4.27426
Jmin1 =−1.4717 Jmin2 =−1.35261 Jmin3 =−5.61289 Jmin4 =−1.40116 Jmin5 =−4.43609
τAH11 =1.0673 τ
AH1
2 =1.1613 τ
AH1
3 =0.27985 τ
AH1
4 =1.1210 τ
AH1
5 =0.35409
xmax1 =1.82375 x
max
2 =6.73759 x
max
3 =8.26677 x
max
4 =11.1282
Jmax1 =0.986157 J
max
2 =3.47714 J
max
3 =3.48976 J
max
4 =2.46629
τσ1 =2.0 τ
σ
2 =0.56799 τ
σ
3 =0.5659 τ
σ
4 =0.800
τAH11 =4.8166 τ
AH1
2 =1.35524 τ
AH1
3 =1.35034 τ
AH1
4 =1.92596
τAH21 =11.1544 τ
AH2
2 =3.1635 τ
AH2
3 =3.1508 τ
AH2
4 =4.458
Lowest (xmin2 ) and flattest (x
min
4 ) minima are different, wells have simple shapes. Flattest minimum is found.
V (x) = −1
2
e−2(x−1)
2 − 2e−(x−5)2/3 − e−10(x−7.5)2/3 − 1.9e−(x−10)2/3.5 − 1.3e−2(x−14)2 + 0.0005(x− 7)4 − 3 (5)
xmin1 =1.23964 x
min
2 =5.01508 x
min
3 =7.50702 x
min
4 =9.95091 x
min
5 =13.859
V min1 =−2.91318 V min2 =−4.99365 V min3 =−4.56772 V min4 =−4.86134 V min5 =−3.16964
Jmin1 =−1.4717 Jmin2 =−1.34484 Jmin3 =−5.67232 Jmin4 =−1.12993 Jmin5 =−4.76601
τ1=1.06733 τ2=1.16802 τ3=0.276923 τ4=1.39017 τ5=0.329583
xmax1 =1.82375 x
max
2 =6.72187 x
max
3 =8.2824 x
max
4 =12.9898
Jmax1 =0.986157 J
max
2 =3.43326 J
max
3 =3.20731 J
max
4 =2.21328
τσ1 =2.0 τ
σ
2 =0.575255 τ
σ
3 =0.61578 τ
σ
4 =0.89234
τAH11 =4.77854 τ
AH1
2 =1.37257 τ
AH1
3 =1.46927 τ
AH1
4 =2.12914
τAH21 =11.1499 τ
AH2
2 =3.20266 τ
AH2
3 =3.42829 τ
AH2
4 =4.96799
Lowest (xmin5 ), flattest (x
min
3 ) and found (x
min
4 ) minima are different, wells have complex shapes.
Neither lowest, nor flattest minimum is found.
V (x) = 2
(
−3
4
e−x
2−1
4
e−(x−3)
2−1
4
e−(x−6)
2−0.2e−4(x−9)2/3−2
5
e−(x−12)
2
+0.1e−10(x−8)
2
+0.1e−10(x−5)
2
)
+0.0005(x−7)4−2 (6)
xmin1 =0.218507 x
min
2 =3.11875 x
min
3 =6.00182 x
min
4 =8.98567 x
min
5 =11.8539
V min1 =−2.37281 V min2 =−2.37975 V min3 =−2.49956 V min4 =−2.39226 V min5 =−2.50557
Jmin1 =−2.85663 Jmin2 =−1.0414 Jmin3 =−1.00708 Jmin4 =−1.08852 Jmin5 =−1.64032
τAH11 =0.54987 τ
AH1
2 =1.50835 τ
AH1
3 =1.55975 τ
AH1
4 =1.443056 τ
AH1
5 =0.9576
xmax1 =1.48726 x
max
2 =4.91839 x
max
3 =7.946 x
max
4 =10.3872
Jmax1 =1.30507 J
max
2 =3.79408 J
max
3 =4.27797 J
max
4 =0.768708
τσ1 =1.5133 τ
σ
2 =0.52054 τ
σ
3 =0.46166 τ
σ
4 =2.56925
τAH11 =3.61084 τ
AH1
2 =1.24204 τ
AH1
3 =1.10155 τ
AH1
4 =6.13027
τAH21 =8.42529 τ
AH2
2 =2.89809 τ
AH2
3 =2.57028 τ
AH2
4 =14.304
TABLE I: Five-well landscapes V (x) for Eq. (3) with various local properties used to illustrate the performance of delay-based
approach to optimization, shown by blue lines in Figs. 2(a), 4(a) and 6(a). Different constant terms were added to V (x) for a
more convenient graphical representation of various functions these figures. Below each expression for V , key features of their
local minima xmini and maxima x
max
j are given, with i = 1, . . . , 5 and j = 1, . . . , 4. Namely, V
min
i are the depths of the minima,
Jmini /J
max
j are the values of the Jacobian J=f
′=V ′′ at the respective minima/maxima, τAH1i are the values of τ at which the
relevant fixed points udergo the first Andronov-Hopf (AH) bifurcation. For the maxima, τσj are the values of τ at which the
saddle quantity switches from negative to positive, and τAH2j are the values of τ at which the fixed points undergo the second
AH bifurcation.
at the landscape minima xmini , at which J<0. The val-
ues Jmini of J at all minima are given in Table I un-
der Eq. (4). For τ∈
(
0, 1
e|Jmini |
)
a fixed point xmini has
one real negative eigenvalue and infinitely many pairs
of complex-conjugate eigenvalues with very large nega-
tive real parts (as explained in [12]). The latter implies
that although xmini is technically a stable focus, the phase
trajectories approach this point in a non-oscillatory man-
ner. For τ∈
[
1
e|Jmini |
, pi
2|Jmini |
)
the same point has infinitely
many pairs of complex-conjugate eigenvalues with nega-
tive real parts. It remains a stable focus, but here the
real parts of the leading pair of eigenvalues are relatively
small negative numbers, so the solution near this point
oscillates.
5At a value of τ= pi
2|Jmini |
from this point a stable limit
cycle is born via the first Andronov-Hopf (AH) bifurca-
tion [12]. The respective values τAH1i of τ for all minima
are given in Table I below Eq. (4). In the bifurcation
diagram given in Fig. 2(b), the fixed points at the min-
ima xmini are shown as lilac vertical lines until the values
τ=τAH1i , i.e. as long as they remain stable. Above these
values of τ they continue to exist as unstable fixed points
of a saddle-focus type and are not shown. At even higher
values of τ they undergo more AH bifurcations, which do
not restore their stability and instead make them more
and more unstable.
Also, in Fig. 2(b) above every point of the first AH
bifurcation of xmini , i.e. above the top of the lilac line, we
show both the maxima (red dots) and the minima (black
dots) of the newly born stable limit cycles. This style
of presenting a bifurcation diagram is different from a
conventional one, in which only one kind of an attractor
extremum is usually depicted. Here we need to moni-
tor both extrema in order to observe how a limit cycle
grows in size with τ and eventually approaches a nearby
saddle fixed point or another saddle object before van-
ishing in a homoclinic bifurcation, bearing in mind that
the respective saddle object can exist to any side of the
limit cycle. At higher values of τ , the limit cycles are re-
placed by non-periodic attractors, for which we continue
to show all the local maxima and minima as they can
also experience homoclinic bifurcations.
Note that at the same values of τ there can be more
than one co-existing non-fixed point attractor. However,
in Fig. 2(b) we use the same two colors black and red to
depict all such attractors at the given value of τ . The rea-
son is that technically it becomes quite difficult to label
different attractors in the presence of so many non-local
bifurcations. Therefore, the given bifurcation diagram
alone does not allow one to determine either the total
number of coexisting attractors, or the span of individual
attractors at every value of τ . However, a better under-
standing of the sequence of bifurcations can be achieved
by comparing this diagram with phase portraits in Fig. 3
described below.
Now, consider local bifurcations of the fixed points at
the landscape maxima xmaxj indicated by vertical green
lines in Fig. 2(b), at which J>0. From being unstable
nodes at τ=0, at any positive τ they turn into saddle-foci
because they have a finite number of pairs of complex-
conjugate eigenvalues with positive real parts, and a
countably infinite number of complex-conjugate eigen-
value pairs with negative real parts [12]. With this, they
can also undergo AH bifurcations. Namely, the first AH
bifurcation of a saddle-focus fixed point xmaxj occurs at
τ=τAH1j =
3pi
2Jmaxj
, where Jmaxj >0 is the Jacobian J at this
point. The values of Jmaxj and the respective τ
AH1
j for all
maxima are given in Table I under Eq. (4). The first AH
bifurcation can give rise to a saddle cycle. All four un-
stable fixed points xmaxj are shown in Fig. 2(b) by green
vertical lines for the ranges of τ until their respective sec-
ond AH bifurcations at τAH2j =
7pi
2Jmaxj
occurs. An excep-
tion is xmax1 , for which the second AH bifurcation occurs
at τAH21 =11.1544 and is outside the range of τ covered
by this graph. The first AH bifurcations for each point
are marked by filled cyan circles, and the second AH bi-
furcations by empty circles on the green vertical lines.
Next, consider non-local bifurcations occurring in this
system. Based on the analysis in [12], we expect at least
two kinds of homoclinic bifurcations leading to the disap-
pearance of localised attractors. The simplest bifurcation
occurs when the manifolds of a saddle-focus fixed point
at a landscape maximum close to form a homoclinic loop.
A more complex scenario takes place if below the homo-
clinic bifurcation, the saddle-focus at a maximum has
undergone AH bifurcation and gave birth to a saddle cy-
cle. Then the homoclinic loop is formed by the manifolds
of this saddle cycle rather than those of the fixed point.
In either case, the end result is the disappearance of the
local attractor as a result of its collision with either the
saddle point, or the saddle cycle.
With this, as predicted by Shilnikov’s theorem for a
homoclinic loop of a saddle-focus in ODEs [33, 34], de-
pending on the value of its saddle quantity σ, before such
a collision one can expect two different kinds of dynam-
ics. Namely, σ=λ1+Re(λ2,3), where λ1 is the positive
real eigenvalue of the fixed point, and λ2,3 are eigenvalues
with the negative real parts closest to zero. If σ<0, the
homoclinic loop is expected to be “safe” and should coin-
cide with the limit cycle at the instant of collision. This
result was verified for a special form of a DDE [35, 36].
If σ>0, the loop is expected to be “dangerous”, and at
τ just below the loop formation the localised attractor
should be chaotic. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, this was not verified for DDEs. Regardless of the
kind of the homoclinic loop, the localised attractor should
disappear, but in Fig. 2(b) we nevertheless indicate the
instants when the saddle quantities of all saddle-foci at
the maxima of V change sign from negative to positive
by filled yellow circles on the vertical green lines.
We can see that the type of a homoclinic bifurcation
can be predicted from the knowledge of the eigenvalues
of the respective saddle point at the instant of bifurca-
tion. However, the instant of such a bifurcation, as well
as of any other non-local bifurcation, can be detected
only through numerical simulations by observing the so-
lutions. Therefore, we reveal all non-local bifurcations in
(3), (4) by looking at the phase portraits projected on the
plane (x(t), x(t− τ)). In Fig. 3, panels (a)–(g) illustrate
such bifurcations one by one in the order of their occur-
rence as τ increases. Each panel shows all fixed points
of the system, with black circles indicating the landscape
minima xmini , which can be stable or unstable at different
τ , and yellow cirles indicating always unstable points at
the landscape maxima xmaxj . Note, that all fixed points
lie on the diagonal x(t)=x(t−τ). For the ease of refer-
ence, in (a) we label all the landscape maxima xmaxj as
Sj with j=1, . . . , 4, and all attractors at or around the
minima xmini as Ai with j=1, . . . , 5. In each panel, the
6FIG. 2: Illustration of the case where the lowest minimum
xmin2 of V is also the flattest. (a) Landscape V (x) given by (4)
(blue line), the function f(x)=V ′(x) of (3) (red line) and its
derivative J(x)=f ′(x) (green line). Red/green circles show (i)
on blue line, the positions of minima/maxima of V , (ii) on red
line, the locations of respective fixed points, (iii) on green line,
the values of Jacobian J at these fixed points. (b) Bifurcation
diagram of (3), (4) as τ grows. Black/red dots show local min-
ima/maxima of oscillatory attractors; lilac/green vertical lines
show fixed points at the local minima/maxima of V ; yellow
filled circles on green lines show instants at which the saddle
quantities σ of the saddle-foci take zero values; cyan/white
filled circles on green lines show first/second Andronov-Hopf
bifurcations of the fixed points at the maxima of V . (c) Be-
havior of (3), (4) as τ decreases slowly from τ=7 starting from
a point on the large chaotic attractor. Local minima (black
dots) and maxima (red dots) of the solution are shown. The
system automatically converges to the global minimum xmin2
(see (a) and Table I under (4)).
green line in the left-hand part shows an attractor about
to disappear as a result of a bifurcation; the blue line in
the right-hand part of the same panel shows an attractor
to which the system converges after the bifurcation from
the initial conditions where the vanished attractor was.
The exceptions here are panels (a)–(b), whose right-hand
parts show the whole trajectories converging to the fixed
points, rather than the resultant fixed points only. The
respective values of τ are given in the fields of every phase
portrait. Note, that in (a)–(d) there might co-exist os-
cillatory attractors not involved in the given homoclinic
bifurcation, but these are not shown to avoid confusion.
The first homoclinic bifurcation occurs when the limit
cycle A5 (green line in (a)), born at τ≈0.35409 around
xmin5 , is the first to collide with the nearest saddle S4
at τ≈0.635 to form a homoclinic loop. As seen from
Fig. 2(b), this collision occurs before the saddle quantity
σ turns positive, so the homoclinic loop is “safe”. After
attractor A5 vanishes, the phase trajectory (blue line in
(a)) goes to the neighbouring attractor A4, which is the
stable fixed point xmin4 .
The second non-local bifurcation is associated with a
sudden disappearance of a chaotic attractor A3 around
xmin3 (green line in Fig. 3(b)). No collision with any
saddle-focus is observed here. Moreover, from Fig. 2(b)
one can see that no saddle cycles were born from the
nearby saddle-foci S2 and S3 before this bifurcation, so
there could be no collision with a saddle cycle either. We
can only hypothesize that some heteroclinic connection
might be involved, in which a manifold of one saddle ob-
ject connects to another saddle object, but we cannot
verify this here. In any case, the second localised at-
tractor disappears as a result of a non-local bifurcation
at τ≈1.0565, and the phase trajectory (blue line in (b))
goes to the stable fixed point A4. Note, that although
xmin3 underwent AH bifurcation before x
min
5 (see Table
I), the attractor A3 vanishes only after A5 because its
potential well is wider.
The third non-local bifurcation occurs at τ≈1.823 to
the limit cycle A1 (green line in (c)) born from xmin1 at
τ≈1.0673. This bifurcation is of the simplest type since
the saddle quantity is negative. After the bifurcation,
the phase trajectory converges to the closest attractor
A2, which is a limit cycle (blue line in (c)).
Next at τ≈1.957 disappears an attractor A4 (green line
in (d)). Note, that at the instant of homoclinic bifurca-
tion, the relevant saddle point S4 at xmax4 was above the
first AH bifurcation, and in agreement with [12] the at-
tractor about to vanish is chaotic. Above this homoclinic
bifurcation involving the saddle cycle around xmax4 , the
only attractor left in the system is a limit cycle A2 (blue
line in (d)), to which the phase trajectory goes.
The last local attractor to disappear is A2, which at
τ≈4.067 collides with a saddle cycle born from the sad-
dle S2 and is therefore chaotic before this collision (green
line in (e)). Above this bifurcation, no localised attrac-
tors are left. However, a larger attractor embracing all
fixed points except xmin1 and x
max
1 is formed (blue line
in (e)) presumably due to an intersection of some man-
ifolds or some heteroclinic connection. As τ grows fur-
ther, this attractor goes beyond the saddle xmax1 (green
and blue lines in (f)). A large attractor spanning all fixed
points exists for a relatively large range of τ values, and
it remains chaotic for most of this range, as seen from
Fig. 3(b)). However, at τ≈7.380588 the final non-local
bifurcation occurs, which destroys the basin of attrac-
tion of this large chaos, and the phase trajectory goes to
infinity (blue line in (g)).
Note, that the last localised attractor to disappear here
is around xmin2 , which is the lowest and the flattest mini-
mum whose potential well is wide enough (see blue line in
7FIG. 3: Phase portraits on the plane (x(t), x(t− τ)) illustrating a sequence of non-local bifurcations in (3), (4) as τ increases.
Here, the lowest minimum xmin2 of V is also the flattest. Fixed points at minima/maxima of V are given by black/yellow circles.
Panel (a) contains lables of attractors A1 – A5 at or around the minima, and of saddle fixed points S1 – S4 at the maxima.
Each panel illustrates the situation just before and immediately after a certain non-local bifurcation. Namely, in the left-hand
plot, green line shows attractor which dies in the bifurcation at τ just above the one indicated in the field of the graph. In the
right-hand plot, blue line or circle shows attractor (except (a)–(b) showing the full phase trajectory) at the given τ , to which
the phase trajectory converges from initial conditions set on the attractor destroyed by the bifurcation.
Fig. 3(a)). The largest flatness (the smallest value of |J |)
of this minimum ensures that the limit cycle is born from
it at the largest value of τ as compared to other minima.
The sufficiently large distance between this minimum and
the nearest edge of the respective well ensured that for
the attractor born from the minimum there is sufficient
room to grow in size before disappearing, and thus to
outlive all other localised attractors as τ grows.
Now, when running the simulation from the initial con-
ditions on the large chaotic attractor at some sufficiently
large value of τ=7, and slowly decrease τ to zero, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2(c), the phase trajectory ends up at the
lowest minimum xmin2 automatically, as desired within an
ideal global optimization scenario.
B. Reaching the flattest minimum
Here we consider a subtly different shape of the land-
scape V (x), as specified by Eq. (5) and given by blue
line in Fig. 4(a). The similarity with the case considered
in Sec. III A is that there are also five landscape min-
ima. Four of these minima, namely xmin1 to x
min
4 , are at
approximately the same positions, and their respective
potential wells are of approximately the same width as
in (4). Inside each well of V the function f of (3) (red
line in Fig. 4(a)) does not oscillate, so the shape of V is
relatively simple.
The global minimum is still xmin2 , however, it is not
the flattest of all minima. The minimum xmin4 is slightly
8FIG. 4: Illustration of the case where the lowest minimum
xmin2 of V is not the flattest, and the flattest minimum is
xmin4 . (a) Landscape V given by (5) (blue line), the function
f=V ′ of (3) (red line) and its derivative J=f ′ (green line).
Red/green circles show (i) on blue line, the positions of min-
ima/maxima of V , (ii) on red line, the locations of respective
fixed points, (iii) on green line, the values of Jacobian J at
these fixed points. (b) Bifurcation diagram of (3), (5) as τ
grows, notations are as in Fig. 2(b). (c) Behavior of (3),
(5) as τ decreases slowly from τ=7 starting from a point on
the large chaotic attractor. Local minima (black dots) and
maxima (red dots) of the solution are shown. The system
automatically converges to the flattest minimum xmin4 , which
is slightly higher than the global minimum xmin2 (see (a) and
Table I under (5)).
higher than xmin2 and also slightly flatter, i.e. its |J | is
slightly smaller (see Table I below Eq. (5)). With this,
because xmin5 is now located further to the right than
in (5), the distances from both xmin2 and x
min
4 to their
respective nearest well edges are very close.
Figure 4 has the same structure and notations as Fig. 2.
One can see that the bifurcation diagram in (b) is quali-
tatively similar to the one of Fig. 2(b), and all the same
bifurcations are taking place here as τ increases, albeit
in a slightly different order and at different values of τ .
This is also evident from comparing Figs. 3 and 5 where
the non-local bifurcations are illustrated with the phase
portraits.
The most important distinction from the case of
Sec. III A is that the last localised attractor surviving
at the higest value of τ is chaos A4 around xmin4 . In
Fig. 5(e) green line in the left part shows this attractor
just before the homoclinic bifurcation at τ=2.413, and
blue line in the right part shows the attractor to which
the phase trajectory converges after the homoclinic bifur-
cation at τ=2.414, which is chaos spanning three minima
and two maxima. The homoclinic bifurcation occurrs at
τ≈2.4135 and consists of the closure of manifolds of the
saddle cycle around xmax3 (S3).
After the disappearance of all localised attractors, the
further increase of τ leads to the further growth of the
single large chaotic attractor, until it goes beyond the
outermost maxima as illustrated in Fig. 5(g) and ends up
spanning all fixed points. With this, the growth of this
single remaining attractor is limited by the final non-local
bifurcation at τ≈9.8295, after which the phase trajectory
tends to inifinity (Fig. 5(f)).
If we launch the system from the initial conditions on
the large chaotic attractor at τ=7, and its behavior is ob-
served as τ slowly decreases to zero, the system converges
to the non-global minimum xmin4 , which is the flattest
minimum, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c).
C. Reaching an arbitrary minimum
In this section we assess the performance of the delay-
based technique by considering Eq. (3) with a landscape
V of a more complex shape specified by (6) in Table I
and shown by blue line in Fig. 6(a). Here, just like
in the previous two cases considered, V has five min-
ima. However, in the range x∈[3, 10] the function f=V ′
demonstrates small oscillations between consecutive pairs
of zero-crossings. The depths of the five local minima are
only slightly different from each other (see Table I below
Eq. (6)), and the global minimum xmin5 is only slightly
lower than the other minima.
As τ grows, all five fixed points xmin1 –x
min
5 undergo AH
bifurcations and give birth to stable limit cycles, which
grow in size with τ in full analogy with the previous cases
considered, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b).
However, non-local bifurcations occur in a less pre-
dictable manner than with previous examples. In what
follows, we indicate similarities and distinctions from the
cases considered above in the scenarios developing as τ
grows. We start from listing the similarities. Firstly,
all five localised attractors disappear through the homo-
clinic bifurcations in the same manner as before, as illus-
trated in Figs. 7(a)–(d) and (f). With this, the nature of
the homoclinic bifurcation is determined by whether the
relevant saddle-focus fixed point was before or after the
first AH bifurcation. Namely, in (a)–(c) the limit cycles
born from xmin1 , x
min
5 and x
min
4 collide with the saddle-foci
xmax1 and x
max
4 and form safe homoclinic loops, because
the latters are not only below their first AH bifurcations,
but also below the instants where their saddle quantities
σ become positive. On the other hand, (d) and (f) illus-
trate homoclinic bifurcations representing the closures of
manifolds of their respective saddle cycles born from xmax3
and xmax2 , respectively.
9FIG. 5: Phase portraits on the plane (x(t), x(t− τ)) illustrating a sequence of non-local bifurcations in (3), (5) as τ increases.
Here, the lowest minimum of V is xmin2 , and the flattest one is x
min
4 . Fixed points at minima/maxima of V are given by
black/yellow circles. Panel (a) contains lables of attractors A1 – A5 at or around the minima, and of saddle fixed points S1 – S4
at the maxima. Each panel illustrates the situation just before and immediately after a certain non-local bifurcation. Namely,
in the left-hand plot, green line shows attractor which dies in the bifurcation at τ just above the one indicated in the field of
the graph. In the right-hand plot, blue line or circle shows attractor (except (a)–(b) showing the full phase trajectory) at the
given τ , to which the phase trajectory converges from initial conditions set on the attractor destroyed by the bifurcation.
Note, that in the given landscape V , xmax2 and x
max
3
are much sharper than in (4) and (5), as can be seen
from the high splashes of function J=V ′′ in Fig. 6(a)
(green line). The high values of J lead to AH bifur-
cations of these fixed points occurring at much smaller
values of τ than in both previous examples. However, the
homoclinic bifurcations involving manifolds of the saddle
cycles around these maxima occur in the same manner
as in the previous two examples (compare Figs. 7(d), (f)
with e.g. Figs. 5(d)–(e)), although at the instants of ho-
moclinic collisions both xmax2 and x
max
3 are already above
the second AH bifurcation.
The second similarity is that at a sufficiently large
τ , the system possesses a single large chaotic attrac-
tor embracing all fixed points (compare the left parts of
Figs. 7(i)–(j) with those of Figs. 3(g) and 5(g)). Thirdly,
at even larger τ , this large chaos disappears too, and the
system goes to infinity (compare the right part of Fig. 7(j)
with those of Figs. 3(g) and 5(g)). Finally and perhaps
most importantly, as could be expected from the previ-
ous argument and in agreement with previous cases, the
localised attractor surviving at the largest value of τ is
A2 whose potential well is the flattest and of a similar
width with other wells (see Fig. 7 (f)).
Next, we describe the distinctions from the relatively
predictable scenarios involving relatively simple shapes of
V given by (4) and (5). Firstly, unlike in the case above,
here attractors involving two or more minima can coex-
ist with attractors localised around a single minimum.
Namely, in Figs. 7(c)–(f) one can see a chaotic attractor
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spanning minima xmax4 and x
max
5 , which exists while the
localised attractors A2, A3 and A4 are not yet destroyed
via homoclinic bifurcations.
Secondly, as seen from Figs. 6(b) and 7, in homoclinic
bifurcations involving xmax2 –x
max
4 , counterintuitively, the
localised attractor collides with the saddle object (point
or cycle), which is not the closest to the minimum
from which this attractor had originated. For example,
Fig. 7(d) shows an attractor A3 around xmin3 undergoing
a homoclinic bifurcation with the saddle cycle around S3
at xmax3 , although x
max
2 and the saddle cycle around it
are both located closer.
Thirdly, and most significantly, the minimum attract-
ing the system while τ slowly decreases from the value of
8.6 is not the one which survives at the largest value of τ ,
i.e. not xmin2 , as can be seen from Fig. 6(c). Instead, it is
the xmin4 , whose homoclinic bifrucation with the saddle-
focus S4 at xmax4 gave rise to the chaotic attractor em-
bracing xmin4 and x
min
5 (see blue line in Fig. 7(c)). The
reason is that the large chaos shown in the left part of
(i) develops from the latter attractor as τ grows. When
at τ=8.6 the phase trajectory is launched from the only
attractor available, as τ decreases, this chaotic attractor
undergoes a cascade of non-local bifurcations, as a re-
sult of which it becomes confined within the smaller and
smaller number of minima. As a result, the phase trajec-
tory does not go beyond xmax3 (S3) since it settles down
on the attractor A4 (see green line in (c)), which exists
for all values of τ up to zero.
Interestingly, at τ above 8.6 the basin of attraction of
large chaos seems to become very close to the attrac-
tor itself, and is apparently quite riddled, since a very
small disturbance of initial conditions can lead to the
phase trajectory going to infinity even before the attrac-
tor disappears completely at τ=9.008, as illustrated in
Figs. 7(i).
The attractors spanning more than one minimum ap-
pear here despite the existence of localised attractors.
By analogy with similar phenomena in ODEs [37], it is
reasonable to suggest that they could be born as a re-
sult of repeated formation of homoclinic loops and het-
eroclinic connections. Just like in the previous simpler
cases, here there is an abundance of saddle objects with
manifolds attached to them, which can potentially form
loops and heteroclinic connections. However, due to the
complex shape of f , the probability of a homoclinic or a
heteroclinic bifurcation at any given value of τ seems to
be higher here. The current example, deliberately con-
structed as a difficult case, is an excellent illustration that
in nonlinear systems with delay it is generally impossi-
ble to predict the behavior as the delay varies, and, even
broader, that in nonlinear systems depending on control
parameters it is generally impossible to predict how the
behavior changes due to variation of these parameters.
FIG. 6: Illustration of the case where the landscape V has
complex shape, i.e. f=V ′ oscillates between consecutive zero
crossings. Here the lowest minimum of V is xmin5 , the flattest
one is xmin3 , and the found one is x
min
4 . (a) Landscape V
given by (6) (blue line), the function f=V ′ of (3) (red line)
and its derivative J=f ′ (green line). Red/green circles show
(i) on blue line, the positions of minima/maxima of V , (ii)
on red line, the locations of respective fixed points, (iii) on
green line, the values of Jacobian J at these fixed points. (b)
Bifurcation diagram of (3), (6) as τ grows, notations are as
in Fig. 2(b). (c) Behavior of (3), (6) as τ decreases slowly
from τ=8.6 starting from a point on the large chaotic attrac-
tor. Local minima (black dots) and maxima (red dots) of
the solution are shown. The system automatically converges
to the flattest minimum xmin4 , which is slightly higher than
the global minimum xmin5 and slightly more concave than the
flattest minimum xmin3 (see (a) and Table I under (6)).
D. Summary of findings
Here we summarize the results reported in the three
examples considered in Sections III A, III B and III C.
We reiterate that generally it is impossible to predict the
behavior of nonlinear systems with delay as the delay
changes, as illustrated by the case of Section III C. How-
ever, for delay systems in a special form (3) with V (x)
being a multi-well landscape tending to positive infinity
as |x| goes to infinity, it appears possible to make certain
predictions with regard to the bifurcations occurring as
the delay τ increases. Firstly, as has been well known
for general delay equations, one can accurately predict
the values of τ , at which local Andronov-Hopf bifurca-
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FIG. 7: Phase portraits on the plane (x(t), x(t− τ)) illustrating a sequence of non-local bifurcations in (3), (6) as τ increases.
Here the lowest minimum of V is xmin5 , the flattest one is x
min
3 , and the found one is x
min
4 . Fixed points at minima/maxima
of V are given by black/yellow circles. Panel (a) contains lables of attractors A1 – A5 at or around the minima, and of saddle
fixed points S1 – S4 at the maxima. Each panel illustrates the situation just before and immediately after a certain non-local
bifurcation. Namely, in the left-hand plot, green line shows attractor which dies in the bifurcation at τ just above the one
indicated in the field of the graph. In the right-hand plot, blue line or circle shows attractor (except (a) showing the full phase
trajectory) at the given τ , to which the phase trajectory converges from initial conditions set on the attractor destroyed by the
bifurcation.
tions occur for all fixed points. Also, in the systems of
the given type it is possible to predict the occurrence of
a non-local homoclinic bifurcation with the growth of τ
to some extent, although the exact value of τ cannot be
predicted and the exact form of this bifurcation can be
determined only when the respective τ is known at least
approximately. One can anticipate that attractors grow-
ing in size with τ would eventually collide with saddle
objects and their manifolds in non-local bifurcations.
However, although non-local bifurcations are quantita-
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tively unpredictable, some universal phenomena induced
by such bifurcations have been revealed in all three cases
considered. Note, that that all attractors grow in size
with the delay until they experience some non-local bi-
furcation and vanish. Thus, the first effect is the disap-
pearance of all attractors localised around the minima
of V as the delay increases, with the typical reason be-
hind their disappearance being a homoclinic bifurcation
involving the manifolds of a nearby saddle-focus fixed
point or a saddle cycle. The second phenomenon is the
existence of a single attractor spanning all minima of V
at sufficiently large values of τ , which is chaotic for most
τ at which it exists. The third phenomenon is disappear-
ance of all attractors as τ exceeds a certain threshold,
which is different in different systems.
Besides the coexistence of attractors confined to differ-
ent wells of V , a typical phenomenon is the coexistence
of attractors within the same well. Some of these cases
were illustrated in [12], but we are not focussing on them
specially here because they do not play a significant role
in the system behavior when τ is decreased slowly. Also,
the coexistence of attractors spanning more than one well
is possible, particularly with complex shapes of V .
Generally, in the class of delay systems considered here,
besides Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, the key role is played
by the numerous manifolds of the saddle fixed points and
saddle cycles, whose tangencies and closures induce dra-
matic changes in the system behavior.
In addition to posessing five local minima, the three
cases of the landscape function V (x) considered here have
one more feature in common, namely, as x tends to ±∞,
they asymptotically tend to the function k(x−a)4, where
k>0 and a are some real constants. However, the univer-
sality of the phenomena presented here is confirmed by
our consideration of several other forms of the landscape
function V with different asymptotic behaviors, which we
do not report in this paper because of the limited space.
Note, that the original idea of the given research has
been to investigate the applicability of delay-induced bi-
furcations to global optimization. The hypothesized bi-
furcation scenario was partly verified and partly clarified
here. With this, it appears that the delivery of the global
minimum with this approach is possible if the shape of
the utility function V in the vicinity of this minimum
satisfies certain conditions, and if the shapes of all po-
tential wells of V are not too complex. Namely, the first
two cases demonstrate that in the absence of oscillations
of V ′ within individual potential wells of V , the slow de-
crease of τ from a large value to zero makes the system
converge to the minimum, which is the flattest and is far
enough from the nearest maximum. This would be the
minimum around which a localised attractor survives at
the largest value of τ . If such a minimum is global, then
the proposed technique will deliver the global minimum.
IV. DISCUSSION
Like in many earlier works, while developing an ap-
proach for global optimization, we introduced an exten-
sion of the famous gradient descent method described by
Eq. (1), in which the role of the landscape V is played
by the cost function. However, unlike in previous works,
which used stochastic perturbations of the relevant evolu-
tion equation and employed probabilistic approaches, our
trial approach described by (2) is entirely deterministic
and extremely simple in its setting. Namely, we delay
the right-hand side of the “gradient descent” differential
equation by a certain amount τ , which becomes the only
control parameter in the system.
We assume that the optimization technique should
start from launching the system (2) from arbitrary ini-
tial conditions at zero τ and waiting until it reaches one
of the local minima, then increasing τ slowly until we
observe the birth of a large attractor and its subsequent
disappearance, and noting the respective value of τ . The
procedure should be repeated until τ reaches the value
just below the disappearance of the global attractor. Af-
ter that, in an ideal scenario, a slow decrease of τ to
zero would automatically bring the system to the global
minimum of the cost function. Here we revealed the con-
ditions under which this scenario could be possible.
Just like the simulated and quantum annealings, our
technique finds a way to overcome the potential barriers
separating local minima of the cost function, but uses
a different way to achieve this. Namely, in simulated
annealing the fictitious massless particle is pushed over
the maxima, in quantum annealing the barriers can be
in addition penetrated using tunnelling effect [38], and
in our delay-based method the barriers are destroyed via
global bifurcations.
Specifically, we revealed that in a scalar version (3) of
(2) the key phenomenon is homoclinic bifurcation, which
occurs repeatedly as the delay increases. The role of the
homoclinic bifurcation is to eliminate, one by one, all
attractors localised around the minima of the landscape
as the delay grows, and to ultimately give rise to a sin-
gle chaotic attractor spanning all local minima at some
moderately large value of the delay. The homoclinic bi-
furcation in the system considered comes in at least two
varieties depending on whether the relevant saddle point
located at the maximum of the landscape has undergone
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation or not. However, in the con-
text of global optimization, the exact form of a particular
homoclinic bifurcation is not essential since regardless of
its form, it results in the breakdown of the localised at-
tractor. With this, the localised attractors can disappear
through mechanisms not immediately associable with the
homoclinic bifurcations found in systems with two wells
[12], such as in Figs. 3(b) and 5(b).
Based on the results of our analysis of (3) with several
smooth landscapes V , which were constructed to specifi-
cation in order to assess various possibilities, we conclude
that the delay-induced chain of mostly homoclinic bifur-
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cations destroying local attractors is a universal scenario,
whose details depend on the shape of the particular func-
tion V , but whose existence is independent of the latter.
Standard optimization tools, including simulated an-
nealing, require algorithmic decision-making at key
stages of the procedure and thus a digital computer.
While it is certainly possible to simulate a system with
delay on a computer, we note that the proposed approach
is entirely mechanistic and does not require decision-
making. Therefore, it can in principle be implemented
in an analogue device, which could be an advantage in
certain situations.
By analogy with simulated annealing, it is impossible
to guarantee the convergence of (2) to the global min-
imum of V by slowly decreasing τ to zero due to the
general impossibility to predict the behavior of nonlinear
systems. However, if the global minimum is also the flat-
test and the respective well is wide enough, as τ grows,
the attractor around it is likely to be destroyed last. If
the wells of the cost function are not too complex in their
shape, as τ decreases from the positive value, at which
global chaos exists, to zero, the system is likely to end
up at the global minimum.
Note, that the above conditions are consistent with
those for quantum computers, in which the possibility to
achieve a global minimum depends on the shape of the
energy landscape [38]. Therefore, just like probabilistic
and quantum approaches, the proposed delay-based ap-
proach to optimization does not guarantee convergence to
the global minimum. With this, unlike algorithm-based
stochastic approaches, it has an advantage of being fully
deterministic and not necessarily requiring a computer.
Also, the extreme technical simplicity of our procedure
would be an advantage over quantum computers, which
although expected to be the best optimizers in theory,
are immensely difficult to make in practice. Therefore,
this approach deserves to be tried as one of the available
techniques for global optimization.
In addition to probing a novel approach to optimiza-
tion, our paper contributes to the theory of nonlinear
delay differential equations (DDEs) by considering their
special class and revealing a universal scenario that un-
folds as the delay is increased. Despite the high nonlin-
earity of the DDEs considered, we show that it is possible
to make some qualitative predictions about their behav-
ior.
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